Correct the Spelling
Mistake Answers
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. Shaun loved playing football acording to his best friend.

according

2. There were no more avalible cinema times for that evening.

available

3. The princess didn’t rekognis the prince.

recognise

4. The foregn exchange student loved her new school.

foreign

5. Andrew loved reading books espeshally before bedtime.

especially

6. Mum sinserly apologised for being late.

sincerely

7. “It’s lovely to meet you,” whispered the boy with an
orkword smile.

awkward

8. Grandpa cooked a delicious vegtabul soup for dinner.

vegetable
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Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the
word in the box.
1. How could Sarah perswad her mum to stay out later?
2. The school trip was to an anshient temple.
3. Mohammad really wanted to win the compitishion.
4. Loki, the dog, hated thunder and litening.
5. There was a worrying sound coming from the vehcle.
6. It won’t be nesesary.

persuade
ancient
competition
lightning
vehicle
necessary

7. The tempracher in the classroom was increasing
8. The lady next door was being a newsance.

temperature
nuisance

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. The hotel was too small to acomodate the large party.

accommodate

2. They lived in a friendly comunatey.

community

3. “Mum, you always egagerate!” shouted James.

exaggerate

4. Year 5 freqentle got all of their spellings correct.

frequently

5. They were asked to leave imediatley.

immediately

6. The ugly sisters would always critsise Cinderella.

criticise

7. Dad hurt a leg musle whilst jogging.

muscle

8. They had a marvelus first day at school.
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marvellous

Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the
word in the box.
1. Four adults needed to acompony the children on the trip.
2. He was conshus of the time.

accompany
conscious

3. Next year, Jane is turning fourty.

forty

4. “My stomak is hurting,” the ill child moaned.

stomach

5. He needed to change his identety quickly.

identity

6. The secratery answered the phone politely.

secretary

7. The quee was getting shorter.

queue

8. Jack was determaned to get the job.

determined

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. After the bad tackle, John’s knee had a purple brewse appearing.
2. Kali could speak three languges.

bruise
languages

3. Her favourite programe started at six o’clock.

programme

4. Alice’s curiocity led her down the rabbit hole.

curiosity

5. “I apreshiate all the birthday wishes,” she beamed.

appreciate

6. The teacher encouraged the children to use the dicshionary.

dictionary

7. The resturent was fully booked.

restaurant

8. The sistum had broken down.

system
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Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the
word in the box.
1. The teachers loved their profeshon.

profession

2. Adam produced an eggcelent piece of art work.

excellent

3. Gran let them choose a varitey of sweets.

variety

4. They walked quietly through the cemetry.

cemetery

5. Cycling is better for the enviromant than driving.

environment

6. The teacher was extremely thorugh when marking.

thorough

7. The boxer looked very agresive.

aggressive

8. “My next door neybour is so noisy!” complained John.

neighbour

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. The teacher expected a better explination.

explanation

2. The family owned a mischivus puppy.

mischievous

3. Bill and Ann found the avarage weight of the potatoes.

average

4. “My new TV was a bargin!” exclaimed Paul.

bargain

5. Fatima practised her new signicher.

signature

6. Mr Jones couldn’t garantee a place in the play.

guarantee

7. Jane was desprete for a holiday in the sun!

desperate

8. “Is this relivent?” asked Mary.

relevant
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Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the
word in the box.
1. Michael really apreshiated the kind gesture.

appreciated

2. It was a disaotrus event.

disastrous

3. Mum always tried to embaris them.

embarrass

4. They could comunikate using sign language.
5. It was the perfect opertunity.

communicate
opportunity

6. The school had great PE eqipmant.

equipment

7. Peter practised his pronuncaitiun.

pronunciation

8. There were sufishient funds in Sarah’s account.

sufficient

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. The phone would sometimes interfear with the TV signal.

interfere

2. Rosie was extremely atached to her teddy bear.

attached

3. She didn’t know what to sugest.

suggest

4. Joe’s favourite lesson was phisical education (PE).

physical

5. He had a guilty conshence.

conscience

6. Samira thought his face was familier.

familiar

7. The govermant building was magnificent.

government

8. A shower was installed for the convenence of swimmers.

convenience
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Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the
word in the box.
1. It was a hindrensce to the children’s progress.
2. The simbol had a meaning.

hindrance
symbol

3. The school comitee met twice a month.

committee

4. Each classroom was equiped with interactive whiteboards.

equipped

5. “It’s rude to intirupt,” she told the children.

interrupt

6. Tim would always recomend his favourite film.

recommend

7. Hamza was defanite that his answers were correct.

definite

8. The groups had to davelope a new company idea

develop

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. It was very aparant why Zayan loved school.

apparent

2. Parlimant is responsible for making new laws.

Parliament

3. Becky would sacrifise anything for her sister.

sacrifice

4. Rob’s sholder began to hurt.

shoulder

5. The new members of staff had caused contravercy.
6. Ross picked out an individuel sweet.

controversy
individual

7. He was an amatcher actor.

amateur

8. The Buddhist monk had a peaceful egistance.

existence
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Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the
word in the box.
1. Dad had bought himself a yaut for his birthday.

yacht

2. “I was twelth in line!” he shouted.

twelfth

3. It was a privalidge to work alongside him.

privilege

4. Class 2 were learning the rythem of a song.

rhythm

5. Grandad took them to the lesure centre after school.

leisure

6. The soldyer returned home for Christmas.

soldier

7. “You must acheive your best score,” Mum told him.

achieve

8. The card had been put in the wrong catagory.

category

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. His work didn’t corespand to the task.

correspond

2. “My dog will harress you for food,” laughed Stacey.

harass

3. An old lady will occupie the flat from tomorrow.

occupy

4. The class practised some ryming words.
5. “You should not be prejudised against new students,”
scolded the teacher.
6. It suddenly ocured to him that he was late.
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rhyming
prejudiced
occurred

Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the
word in the box.
1. Tim was not sure that he would acheeve his goal.
2. The whole show was completely disasterous.
3. My identittee has been stolen!

achieve
disastrous
identity

4. Is it really neccessarry to shout as loud as that?
5. Which veacul is your favourite?

necessary
vehicle

6. Lightening struck the house next door last night.

lightning

7. “Your work has been exsellent today,” said Mrs Holden.

excellent

8. Which catergory will you choose?

category

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. The house on the corner of the road is anshent.

ancient

2. That is definately the man I saw.

definitely

3. “Please don’t interupt me when I’m talking,” the teacher said.

interrupt

4. Everyone has the opporchunity to go to school.

opportunity

5. You need to have good rythm to play the drums.

rhythm

6. The yott was sold for £1 million!

yacht

7. I think I’ve got a temprature.

temperature

8. The children were playing in the cemetary.
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cemetery

Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the
word in the box.
1. Which comitee are you on?

committee

2. Next year, my Mum will be fourty five.

forty

3. Prenunshiashion is very important when speaking publicly.
4. Her kind words were thoughtful and sinsear.

pronunciation
sincere

5. It is important to be able to comunicate well with people.

communicate

6. Litter is ruining our enviroment.

environment

7. “Which dish would you recomend?”

recommend

8. There is a lezure centre over there.

leisure

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. “I hope I win the compatishon,” squealed Sophie.

competition

2. You need a lot of aquipmant to go mountain climbing.

equipment

3. The foxes in the garden are being a real nusanse.

nuisance

4. He was a brave and strong soljur.

soldier

5. What can I do to perswade you?

persuade

6. The hospital does not have suffichent supplies.

sufficient

7. Teaching is an important profeshun.

profession

8. I have a bad pain in my stumok.

stomach
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Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the
word in the box.
1. The dog next door is really agressif.

aggressive

2. “Please don’t embaress me Mum,” Holly pleaded.

embarrass

3. We have to que here for the bus.

queue

4. The sekretery is very good at typing.

secretary

5. It is important to eat a veriaty of fruits and vegetables.

variety

6. If you are ditermined enough, you will do it!

determined

7. The effect of the medicine will not be immediot.

immediate

8. What is the meaning of that simbol over there?

symbol

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word in the box.
1. Which catagorie will you choose?

categorise

2. It is the twelth of December today.

twelfth

3. Your lack of determination is a hinderanse.
4. It is important to divelop a good relationship with your clients.

hindrance
develop

5. The mechanic will give your car a thurugh check.

thorough

6. That man over there is not conshus.

conscious

7. It is a privalige to work with animals.

privilege

8. My nayber is very thoughtful and kind.

neighbour
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